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Near-Infrared Super-Absorbing All-Dielectric Metasurface
Based on Single-Layer Germanium Nanostructures
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layer is necessary. For example, traditional p-i-n designs in near-infrared germanium (Ge) photodetectors require an
intrinsic Ge layer with a thickness larger
than 1 μm.[6] The relatively long operating distance hinders the fast response of
the devices.
So far, strategies for breaking the
50% absorption limit in the visible
and infrared region are mainly based
on metal-dielectric[11–28] schemes. These
strategies include metal–insulator–metal
plasmonic absorbers,[12–21] dielectric-onmetal absorbers,[22,23] ﬁlm stacks-based
Fabry-Perot cavity absorbers,[24–27] etc.
However, for these designs with the aid
of metals, a signiﬁcant portion of absorption takes place in metals, where heat instead of photocarriers is generated. This
is not favorable for developing optoelectronic devices. Besides, the back metallic reﬂector results in strong reﬂections
outside the absorption band, which limits the freedom to design a resonant absorber that is transparent out of the absorption band.[29] In this circumstance, the concept of all-dielectric
metasurfaces[30–35,41–50] is adopted to construct all-dielectric absorber without the aid of metals[36,37] and it has been experimentally demonstrated in the terahertz region using silicon.[38,39]
In this article, we propose a Ge nanoantenna-based alldielectric metasurface to overcome the 50% absorption limit in
the ultrathin semiconductor ﬁlms in the near-infrared region
(800–600 nm). Ge shows a high refractive index over 4.2 and
considerable absorption in this range.[40] Based on the interference between the simultaneously induced electric dipole and
magnetic dipole resonances inside each element of the metasurface along with the interference between the scattered ﬁeld
and incident ﬁeld, we show both theoretically and experimentally
that near-unity absorption can be achieved in subwavelength-thin
(ࣈ0.13 λ0 ) Ge nanostructures without the aid of back reﬂector
in the near-infrared region (800–1600 nm). The absorption is
angle-insensitive as well as polarization-independent, with over
80% absorption within an incident angle up to 28°. This singlelayer metasurface absorber holds high promise for various highspeed optoelectronic applications, such as using it as an absorption layer for large-area near-infrared photodetectors. It is also
compatible with CMOS technology, which will be beneﬁcial for
future monolithic integration.

Strong near-infrared absorption in ultrathin semiconductor layers is essential
for increasing the speed and eﬃciency of photocarrier extraction in
optoelectronic devices. However, the absorption of a free-standing ultrathin
ﬁlm can never exceed 50% in principle. In this article, an all-dielectric
germanium metasurface absorber in the near-infrared region (800–1600 nm)
is proposed theoretically and experimentally. Near-unity absorption can be
achieved in such a subwavelength-thin (ࣈ0.13 λ0 ) layer of nanostructures
based on the destructive interference between simultaneously excited electric
and magnetic dipoles inside each element in the backward direction in
combination with the destructive interference between the scattered ﬁeld and
the incident ﬁeld in the forward direction. Its response is both
polarization-independent and angle-insensitive, with over 80% absorption at
an incident angle up to 28°. This ultrathin and ﬂexible design paves the way
for realizing next generation optoelectronic devices aimed for high-speed
photon detection and energy harvesting.

1. Introduction
Near-infrared semiconductor absorbers have attracted growing interest due to their potential applications for realizing
highly eﬃcient optoelectronic devices, such as sensors,[1–3]
photodetectors,[4–6] thermophotovoltaic systems.[7–9] Especially,
strong absorption in optically thin layers is the key to reducing the photocarrier extraction time and enhancing the photocarrier extraction eﬃciency in optoelectronic devices. As pointed
out by Wilhelm Woltersdorﬀ in 1934, the absorption in an ultrathin free-standing ﬁlm cannot exceed 50%.[10] Therefore, in order to achieve high absorption in the semiconductors without the
aid of waveguide or multilayer resonators, a thick semiconductor
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then deposited onto the sample by thermal evaporation. The Ge
absorber is realized after lift-oﬀ by ultrasonic processing in acetone for 1 min.

2.2. Optical Measurements

Figure 1. a) A schematic and b) an SEM image of the fabricated alldielectric metasurface absorber with square arrays of Ge disks on a CaF2
substrate under the illumination of a y-polarized near-infrared light, where
the height h = 160 nm, gap g = 250 nm, and periodicity a = d + g.

The transmission and reﬂection spectra under normal incidence
are measured by a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer
(FTIR) with an InGaAs (D427) detector. Air is used as the reference for measuring the transmittance and a ﬂat gold ﬁlm deposited onto K9 glass is used as the reference for measuring the
reﬂectance.

2. Experimental Section

2.3. Numerical Simulations

2.1. Fabrication of Ge Absorber

Finite-diﬀerence time-domain method (FDTD Solutions v8.15,
Lumerical) is used to compute the optical responses of single Ge
disks and Ge metasurface absorber. The optical constants of Ge
are from Palik’s handbook.[40] The spectral range in the simulation ranges from 800 nm to 1600 nm. The overall structure is
illuminated by plane waves propagating along the z-axis.

A 380 nm-thick PMMA (950K AR-P 672.11) was spun onto
CaF2 substrate as electron beam resist and baked for 3 min at
150 °C. Then a 50 nm-thick conductive protective coating (ARPC 5090.02) was spun onto the PMMA ﬁlm and baked for 2 min
at 90 °C. This coating is for the dissipation of e-beam charges
on insulating substrates. The PMMA was exposed to deﬁne the
nanohole array by E-beam lithography. The conductive layer was
dissolved in DI water and then the PMMA was developed in 1:3
methyl isobutyl ketone/isopropyl alcohol (IPA) solution followed
by rinsing in IPA. After development, a 160 nm-thick Ge ﬁlm is

3. Results and Discussion
To make a trade-oﬀ between degrees of freedom of tailoring electromagnetic resonances and the fabrication complexity, we utilize

Figure 2. The principle of perfect absorption for all-dielectric metasurface absorber consisting of Ge disks with multipolar resonances. I: The interference
between the simultaneously induced electric dipole moment (p) and magnetic dipole moment (m) inside a single Ge disk gives rise to suppressed
backward scattering. When forming a metasurface from these Ge disks, there is no backward scattering from each disk, which means there is no
reﬂection (R = 0) from this structure. II: When forming a metasurface, the in-plane scattering is canceled due to the destructive interference between
adjacent disks in the lateral direction. III: The re-emitted ﬁeld from each disk is out of phase with the incident one. By adjusting a to make Pscat,z = P0 for
each period, the transmission of the structure can also be suppressed (T = 0), where Pscat,z denotes the forward scattered power of an individual disk
along z-direction, P0 denotes the incident power within each period. Perfect absorption A = 1 – R – T = 100% can thus be achieved.
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Figure 3. a) Scattering properties of a single Ge disk with h = 160 nm and d = 400 nm in vacuum. The total scattering cross section is decomposed
into an electric dipole (ED, magenta solid line), a magnetic dipole (MD, blue solid line), an electric quadrupole (EQ, cyan solid line) and a magnetic
quadrupole (MQ, green solid line) under the normal incidence of the plane wave. The black solid line represents the result from our FDTD simulation
for the total scattering cross-section, while the red dashed line shows the sum of the multipole scattering cross sections. The inset on the upper left
shows the phase diﬀerence between the induced electric dipole and magnetic dipole. The inset on the lower right shows the radiation pattern of such
a disk near the wavelength of 1200 nm. b) Forward scattering cross section of a single Ge disk with h = 160 nm and d = 400 nm in vacuum. The red
dashed line represents the desired a2 to achieve T = 0 for perfect absorption near 1200 nm.

the Ge disk as the element to form square arrays in the metasurface. The metasurface is located on a transparent CaF2 substrate
(ns = 1.43), as depicted in Figure 1a, with the height h = 160 nm
and the periodicity a = d + g, where the gap size g = 250 nm.
The corresponding SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) image
of the metasurface is shown in Figure 1b.
Achieving perfect absorption in an ultrathin Ge layer is equivalent to simultaneously suppressing its transmission (T) and reﬂection (R). Owing to the high refractive index of Ge, the resonant behavior of the single disk is maintained in the metasurface.
Therefore, the requirement of perfect absorption can be articulated by the multipolar resonances in each Ge disk, as illustrated
in Figure 2.
When forming 2D arrays, the individual Ge disk can be represented by a pair of electric (p) and magnetic dipoles (m) along
y-axis and x-axis, respectively. These dipoles can be characterized by the eﬀective polarizabilities (αee f f and αemf f ), which show
Lorentzian frequency dependence as follows,[47]
αee f f =
αemf f

ωe2

α0e
−
− 2iγe ω
ω2

α0m
= 2
ωm − ω2 − 2iγm ω
α0e

(1)
(2)

α0m

where
and
denote the amplitude of the eﬀective polarizabilities. ωe and ωe correspond to the resonance positions and
γe and γm represent damping parameters. The transmission (t)
and reﬂection (r) coeﬃcients of the metasurface can be expressed
as,[47]

ik0  e
α + αemf f
2a 2 e f f


r = re + rm = (ik0 )/(2a 2 ) αee f f − αemf f
t = 1 + te + tm = 1 +
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(3)
(4)

where k0 is the wave vector in the background medium and a
denotes the period of the metasurface.
First, in order to satisfy the impedance matching condition for
zero reﬂection (R = |r|2 = 0) for this structure, an electric dipole
resonance (ED) and a magnetic dipole resonance (MD) should
be induced simultaneously inside each Ge disk. When they spectrally overlap and oscillate in phase with each other, a unidirectional forward scattering behavior instead of a donut-shaped radiation appears, known as Kerker Condition,[41–46,50] where αee f f =
αemf f . Therefore, there is no re-emission of the electromagnetic
ﬁeld in the backward direction,[45,46] that is, R = 0 (r = 0) (I in
Figure 2).
Furthermore, when forming a metasurface with such Ge disks
(a < λ0 /ns ), the in-plane scattering of each disk is canceled and
only the scattering into the –z direction exists due to the destructive interference between the adjacent disks in the lateral direction. (II in Figure 2).
It is worth noticing that at the crossing of the two resonances
(ω = ωe = ωm = ω0 ), the eﬀective polarizabilities can be correspondingly simpliﬁed as
α0e
2γe ω0

(5)

α0m
2γm ω0

(6)

αee f f = i
αemf f = i

By substituting Equation (5) and Equation (6) into Equation
(3), it is obvious that the forward emission of the electric dipole
(te < 0) is out of phase with the incident ﬁeld. The same condition applies to the forward emission of the magnetic dipole
(tm < 0). Therefore, we can conclude that the scattered ﬁeld from
the metasurface interferes destructively with the incident ﬁeld
in the forward direction.[44,47] Then, in order to cancel the emission from the structure with the incident wave in the forward
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Figure 4. Absorption spectra of the Ge metasurface absorber on the CaF2 substrate under normal illumination. a) Calculated absorption spectra while
the diameter d is varied from 100 nm to 700 nm. The white dashed lines highlight the enhanced absorption at each resonance (ED and MD). b) The
corresponding ﬁeld distribution in the yz- plane inside each disk near the ED and MD resonances. The arrows denote corresponding electric ﬁeld
vectors. c) Calculated and d) experimental transmission, reﬂection, and absorption spectra at d = 400 nm. The shadows denote the absorption spectra
of a 160 nm-thin Ge ﬁlm on the substrate.

direction (T = |t|2 = 0), which is equivalent to achieving complete destructive interference between the scattered ﬁeld and the
incident ﬁeld within each period, the only requirement is that
Pscat,z = P0 in each period (III in Figure 2), or Pscat,z /I0 = a2 . Here,
Pscat,z denotes the forward scattered power of an individual disk
along z-direction, P0 denotes the incident power within each period, I0 corresponds to the source intensity, and Pscat,z /I0 represents the forward scattering cross section of a single Ge disk.
By optimizing a according to this relation, the forward scattering cross section of each disk equals to the physical cross section
of each period at the crossing region of ED and MD. This enables
complete destructive interference between the scattered ﬁeld and
the incident ﬁeld in the forward direction (T = 0). Perfect absorption (A = 1 – T – R = 100%) can thus be achieved.
Multipole decompositions of the scattering behavior of a single Ge disk[51–56] are conducted in vacuum (See Supporting Information for details of conducting multipole decompositions). Its

Laser Photonics Rev. 2018, 1800076

total scattering cross section can be decomposed into the contributions from the electric dipole (ED), the magnetic dipole (MD),
the electric quadrupole (EQ), and the magnetic quadrupole (MQ),
as shown in Figure 3a. The thickness h and the diameter d of the
Ge disk here are chosen to be h = 160 nm and d = 400 nm in
Figure 3a, making the ED resonance and MD resonance spectrally overlap and oscillate in phase with each other near 1200 nm
wavelength. Contributions from higher-order multipoles can be
neglected in this spectrum region. The radiation pattern near the
wavelength of 1200 nm in the inset further validates that Kerker
Condition is fulﬁlled.
In Figure 3b, a is set to be a ≈ 650 nm, that is, g = d − a ≈
250 nm. Then, the forward scattering cross section of each disk
(denoted by the black line) equals the physical cross section of
each period, a 2 (denoted by the red dashed line) near 1200 nm.
To prove the validity of our analysis, the absorption spectra
of a Ge metasurface absorber with h = 160 nm as the function
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Figure 5. Absorption spectra of a Ge metasurface absorber with d = 400 nm, h = 160 nm, and a = 650 nm on a CaF2 substrate, as a functions of
in-plane wave vector kx (normalized by π /a) for diﬀerent polarizations. Calculated absorption spectra under a) TM and b) TE illuminations. kx = (2π /λ)
sinθ . The dark regions correspond to kx > k0 .

Figure 6. Wide-band tunability of the all-dielectric metasurface absorber consisting of Ge disks with diﬀerent heights on the CaF2 substrate in the near
infrared region. a) Calculated absorption of the all-dielectric metasurface absorber consisting of Ge disks with the height varying from 100 nm to 220 nm
with a step size of 10 nm at ﬁxed gap size (g = 250 nm), where the diameter is adjusted ( dh ≈ 2.5) so that MD and ED overlap with each other at each
height in the near-infrared region. b) Experimental illustration of the absorption spectra of the all-dielectric metasurface absorber consisting of Ge disks
with two diﬀerent heights (130 and 160 nm).

of the diameter d and wavelength are shown in Figure 4a. The
white dashed lines highlight the enhanced absorption at each
resonance (ED and MD) and denote their relative spectral shift
under diﬀerent aspect ratios (d/h). The corresponding ﬁeld distributions in the yz-plane inside each disk are shown in Figure 4b.
For each single resonance, the absorption of the metasurface
can never exceed 50%. While the absorption can easily approach
100% at the crossing region of the ED and MD near 1200 nm
when d = 400 nm.
Both transmission and reﬂection are suppressed near
1200 nm, as shown in Figure 4c. The performance of this
metasurface is also investigated in the experiment, as illustrated
in Figure 4d, with about 80% absorption near 1200 nm. The discrepancies between the simulation and experiment are mainly
from the error of nanofabrication techniques. The method we
used to deposit germanium ﬁlm is thermal evaporation, which
shows the weakness of leaving scariﬁcations on the deposited

Laser Photonics Rev. 2018, 1800076

ﬁlm. Therefore, the performance of the metasurface degrades
at the maximum absorption near the wavelength of 1200 nm.
Moreover, the optical response at shorter wavelength is more
sensitive to the shape of nanoantennas and ﬁlm quality (e.g.,
more scattering due to scariﬁcations on the surface of the ﬁlm),
which results in the deviation of the experimental absorption
spectrum from the simulation below the wavelength of 1100 nm.
In comparison, the absorption spectrum of a 160 nm thin Ge
ﬁlm on the same CaF2 substrate is also denoted by grey shadows
in Figure 4c,d, where the absorption barely reaches 20% near the
wavelength of 1200 nm.
The dependence of the absorption of such an all-dielectric
metasurface absorber on the incident polarization and angle is
also studied. In Figure 5a,b, the absorption spectra as a function
of incident angle under TM and TE illuminations are calculated.
The absorption at 1200 nm wavelength is almost polarizationinsensitive. The high absorption (>80%) originating from the
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overlapped ED and MD near 1200 nm can be maintained within
28° range (kx < 0.5π /a) for both polarizations, highlighted by the
white dashed lines in Figure 5a,b. The dark regions represent the
condition when kx > k0 .
Moreover, considering that Ge has little dispersion in the nearinfrared region, the crossing of MD and ED (R = 0) can be
achieved through a ﬁxed aspect ratio ( dh ≈ 2.5), when h varies
from 100 nm to 220 nm. In Figure 6a, the near-unity absorption (>70%) can be tailored throughout the near infrared region
(800–1600 nm) with ﬁxed aspect ratio and gap size (g = 250
nm), which means that the high absorption shows high tolerance to the gap size. For each thickness, the performance of the
all-dielectric metasurface absorber can be further optimized by
using speciﬁc a (or g) to completely cancel the forward emission (T = 0). In Figure 6b, the high absorption (>70%) of the
all-dielectric metasurface absorber consisting of Ge disks with
h = 130 nm or h = 160 nm is illustrated experimentally, which is
in good accordance with our calculation in Figure 6a.

4. Conclusions and Outlook
In conclusion, an all-dielectric Ge metasurface absorber in the
near-infrared region is both theoretically and experimentally
demonstrated. It was shown that near-unity absorption can be
achieved in such subwavelength-thin structures without the aid
of back reﬂector due to the destructive interference between simultaneously excited electric dipoles and magnetic dipoles inside
each element in the backward direction along with the destructive interference between the scattered ﬁeld and the incident ﬁeld
in the forward direction. This absorption is much higher than
the theoretical maximum absorption of a free-standing ultrathin
ﬁlm. And it is polarization-independent and angle-insensitive,
with over 80% absorption at an incident angle up to 28°. By adjusting the geometric parameters of the element in the metasurface, its high absorption performance can be tailored throughout
the near infrared region (800–1600 nm). This all-dielectric metasurface absorber is ultrathin and ﬂexible, making it a good candidate for high-speed and high-eﬃciency optoelectronic devices
aimed for photodetecting and energy harvesting.
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